TROUBLE RETAINING INFORMATION?
ARE YOU GOOD AT VIDEO GAMES?

TRY A NEW SOLUTION TO READING
USE FAMILIAR TERMS FROM YOUR FAVORITE GAME TO HELP RETAIN WHAT YOU READ

FEATURING • FARMING • TRADING • TEAM COMP • RECALL • DIVE •

YOU COULD EVEN MAKE UP YOUR OWN

FARMING stockpiling for the future. As a reading strategy this could mean looking up a list of terms found in the book and “farming” them/reading them/becoming familiar with them before reading the book.

TRADING to switch champions with another player during the champion selection. This could mean you trade information with a teammate, each read a section and take notes and trade information.

TEAM COMP A specific champion set-up for a team in which they work together to achieve an overall strategy. In reading, this could mean you do the reading in a team or a book group and read it out loud together.

RECALL when you go back and re-do/buy items. You could go back and re-read the section to help you “recall” the information.

DIVE try to dive in and kill players under their tower, done urgently and aggressively. When you read, try to read aggressively, read a lot – set an amount of time and read the section diligently until the time is up.